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Legal Mumbo Jumbo: This document and intellectual property is © copyrighted 2019
by Brad Weinman and Synergy Global Ventures, Inc. No part of it may be copied, or
changed in any format, sold, or used in any way other than what is outlined within this
document under any circumstances without express permission from Brad Weinman.
This information was gathered from personal experience and sources believed to be
reliable, but cannot be guaranteed insofar as they apply to any particular individual. If
you wish to apply ideas contained in this guide, you are taking full responsibility for your
actions.
This report is made available with the understanding that the author is not engaged in
rendering legal or accounting services. Questions relevant to the specific tax, legal, and
accounting needs of the reader should be addressed to practicing members of those
professions.
The Author will not be liable for damages arising out of or in connection with the use of
this report. This is a comprehensive limitation of liability that applies to all damages of
any kind, including (without limitation) compensatory, direct, indirect or consequential
damages, loss of data, income or profit, and claims of third parties.
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Introduction
Warren Buffet once said that “If you don’t find a way to make money while you sleep,
you’ll work until you die.”
In this special report, I’m going to reveal 3 of my favorite automated income generating
methods that do just that.
In fact, many of my students are using them right now to make anywhere from an extra
few hundred dollars a week in their spare time, to well over $40,000 per month full-time.

Why is anything involving partial automation appealing?
Well let’s be honest, did you enjoy school? Did you enjoy learning about things you
weren’t interested in?
What if you were sitting in class one day and your teacher told you that in the future,
you could have a robot programmed to help you do most your daily tasks and virtually
automate your life and finances.
Truth is, the average person is lazy. They often don’t have the motivation or drive to get
ahead.
But what I’ve learned is that if you give people automated ways (like the ones I’m going
to share with you) that do it for them, it lights a fire up their ass.
Now, what makes this vetted list of handpicked opportunities unique is that it’s based
entirely on methods I’ve personally used and tested with my own money.
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Every year I spend thousands of dollars testing out new opportunities. So I know what
works, and more importantly, what doesn’t.
If you want to earn life-altering amounts of money and have the time freedom that goes
along with it, then you’re gonna freakin’ LOVE what you’re about to read.
But before we dive down the rabbit hole together, let me quickly introduce myself in
case we haven’t met.
My name is Brad Weinman, and the first thing you should know
about me is that I’m a husband, artist, serial entrepreneur,
investor, forex trader, freedom warrior, curious truth-seeker, and
lover of animals, nature, traveling, historic architecture,
American muscle cars, craft beer, and chocolate.
As a West Coast native, I grew up in an average working-class
family. Even as a kid I wasn’t comfortable with authority (just ask
my parents).
Realizing early on that I wasn’t cut out for life in a cubicle or taking orders from some ahole boss who dictates how much I make, when I can take vacations, and all the other
status-quo, settle-for-less shackles that come with being an hourly wage slave, I found
ways to make money on my own terms.
I also realized that following the masses is a GUARANTEED way to find yourself in
situations you don’t want to be in.
Because if you do what everyone else does, you’ll likely have what everyone else has: a
mediocre life.

Why Should You Listen To Me?
I don’t expect you to believe a thing I’m saying at this point. After all, sometimes you
really don’t know who (or what) you’re dealing with, right?
Between all the hype, scams, self-proclaimed ‘gooroos’ and pretenders selling bad and
often dangerous advice (pulled from places sunlight doesn’t reach), it can be really hard
to separate all the crap you read online from the real thing.
So how do you know who to trust?
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How do you know if people are even real?
And why should you trust me or even believe anything I have to say?
Well, it all boils down to two things: experience and documented results.

Because knowing the difference between something that will MAKE you money vs. one
that will COST you money is absolutely critical to your success...
And that’s where you’re going to benefit from my two decades of in-the-trenches
experience (the good, the bad and the really ugly).
I’ve been self-employed and working from home since 1993, and haven’t had a job or a
fixed salary in 27 years.
But more importantly, I’ve been working online from home as my ONLY source of
income for over 19 years now.
During my long-ass and continually evolving online career, I’ve researched, reviewed
and tested just about every type of money-making opportunity on the planet.
I’ve pretty much seen it all. Bought it all. And tried it all.
From network marketing, to affiliate marketing, direct sales, direct mail, ecommerce,
drop-shipping, Forex and binary options trading, rev-share programs, autosurfing, CPA
marketing, and waaaaayyyy too many other opportunities not worth mentioning.
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Most of them were complete duds, but some actually made me a profit... and I
eventually managed to finally make a “few” bucks along the way.
Fast forward, I had my first $100k year in 2001 and my first $500k+ year in 2006...

*Synergy Global Ventures, Inc. is the name of my business. And quick disclaimer: My results
aren’t typical (I’m required by law to say that!), so let me teach you how to beat the “norm”.

I tell you this not to brag, but to show you that if a former freelance artist and introverted
goofball like me (with no prior internet marketing experience) can make great money
online, so can you.

Thing is, I’m not better than you in anyway... and there’s certainly NOTHING special
about me.
Heck, I got straight B’s, C’s and D’s in High School.
My wife, Chiara and I live a pretty comfy laid back lifestyle these days, but the journey to
get there hasn’t been all roses and butterflies.
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Not. Even. Close.
I’m a slow learner and made epic mistakes.
In the early days of my online journey, my biggest challenge in searching for quality
opportunities was being able to filter out all the noise and B.S.
I chased a ton of shiny objects and failed miserably the first few years at more things
than I care to remember.
I spent money, lost money.
I got my hopes built up, I got my hopes crushed... and I went through that vicious cycle
over and over again (maybe you have too).
All told, I’ve lost about $183,000 on scams and opportunities that didn’t work.
That’s $183k I’ll never see again.
So I know exactly what it feels like to get suckered into joining gimmicky here-todaygone-tomorrow programs that promise the moon but fail to deliver.
And I’d never want to put anyone else in that kind of position.
My reputation and integrity is way more important to me than the money... which is why
I don’t promote anything I don’t personally believe in.

This will be a strict “No B.S.” zone.
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Most importantly, I want to make a promise to you:





I’ll never lie about the opportunity side of things. I’ll never over-promise, but I’ll
always over-deliver
I’ll never tell you if something is possible (“sure, you can totally make 6 figures in
a month starting tomorrow if you’re brand new!” No, not gonna happen) if it really
isn’t
And I’ll always tell you what works and what doesn’t

I’m not about “magic” formulas.
Instead, I’m about smart strategizing, big-picture thinking, and the nuts and bolts of
leveraging online automation.
Now, if you’re looking for ways you can earn extra bucks online, you’ve likely
encountered hundreds of so-called opportunities.
From what I see, as much as 90% of the opportunities you read about online WILL NOT
make you a cent. Any new business or investment idea must pass my “smell test” to
even get in the door.
Frankly, a lot of stuff stinks from a mile away ― most opportunities are garbage
designed to make only one person wealthy, and that my friend is the guy selling them.
The rare gems that make it through the grinder face the toughest test: I use the idea
myself and unless it WORKS FOR ME or one of my trusted friends, it goes in the trash.
Now, the good news is I’ve got your back. I’ve already done all the “PIA” (pain in the
ass) detective work for you, so you don’t need to spend the 1000s of hours I did.
You don’t need to make the same mistakes I made. And you don’t need to desperately
eke out a few hundred bucks a month for a few years like I initially did.
Ok, now that we’re not strangers anymore, let’s talk about...
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The Shortest Path To Financial Independence
I believe the shortest path to financial independence boils down to this simple two-step
process:
1. Build a business (Active Income): I prefer online, location-independent
businesses and side-hustles that can be operated from anywhere in the world
with just a laptop and a wi-fi connection.
2. Invest the profits (Passive Income): Invest a portion of the profits into
investment vehicles that produce short-term passive cash-flow and long-term
capital gains.
This simple strategy has been my primary wealth-building strategy for over 15 years
and is the foundation of everything I do and teach.
It’s a proven way to shift from having to always work for your money, to putting other
people, systems and automation in place that make money for you.
It’s based on the premise that the whole goal of leveraging the internet should be
to give you back your life, not take it away.
Cuz let’s face it... working your guts out for 40+ years at a job you hate, living for
weekends and 2-week vacations until you’re “lucky” enough to reach 65 and retire isn’t
living ― it’s existing!
Trading 5 days of life for 2 days of “permission based freedom” is like living life in black
and white... and if you commit to that lousy slave-save-retire plan (if you can even call it
that), you’ll always be running like a friggin’ hamster on a wheel.
The truth is, your time is worth more on your own.
If you work for someone else, they’re buying your time at the wholesale price and selling
your skills for retail.
It’s not good, bad, right or wrong. It’s just the nature of the beast.
But... when you do something on your own (like building an online business), you get to
sell your skills at the RETAIL price (not wholesale) and make more money.
Now, I’m not suggesting that you quit your day job right away to start a business.
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In fact, the #1 thing I tell my students is that if you have a job, then keep your job until
you’re consistently bringing in enough money from your part-time side-gig to equal what
you’re making at your day job.
Once you exceed it, that’s when you begin to create your exit strategy from the rat race.
I say this lovingly, but understand that if you don’t plan on quitting your job at some
point down the road, there’s a very good chance your job is eventually going to quit you
anyway.
Think about it... we quit the farms 300 years ago and started apprenticeships.
Then we quit the apprenticeships and started working in factories.
Then we quit the factories to work in office cubicles.
Soul-sucking cubicles aren’t going to last either.
That being said, the 3 automatic income generators I’ve included in this report are not
only fun and profitable, but also highly automated and scalable.
Let’s dive in...
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Automated Income Generator #1
What’s the fastest way for someone with no prior experience to go from zero to six
figures online without quitting their day job?
For many years now my answer has always been the same: promote big ticket
affiliate programs.
If you’re not familiar with these, they’re basically business opportunities that allow you to
purchase the licensing rights (kinda like a franchise) to digital information products and
then be able to resell them at a substantial profit.
My definition of a big ticket product is any item that sells for at least $500 to $5,000+.
Making money is all about math. So if you want to make $10,000 per month promoting a
$20 product, you’d have to acquire 500 new customers per month.
Or you can take a second option, which is a bit counter-intuitive...
Instead of promoting a simple $20 product, you could promote a $1,000 product. That
means you’d only need to find just 10 new customers per month.
In my experience, finding 10 people to pay you $1,000 is actually easier and more
profitable than finding 500 people to pay $20 for a product.
There are many different types of big ticket products you can promote. But I prefer
marketing education & training products in the MMO (make money online) niche.
Not only are the profit margins higher, but everybody wants to make more money and
improve their lifestyle.
It’s one of the few business models out there that has the ability to put serious upfront
cash in your pocket faster than just about any other type of online business I know of...
and again, I’ve seen them all.
There are a couple main things I love about the newbie-friendly, big ticket program I’m
going to introduce you to.
First, the company pays 70% to 80% commissions. So you get to keep the lion’s share
of the money.
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And second, the company has a dedicated sales team working 7 days a week to close
your sales for you.
So you no longer have to get on the phone, answering leads’ questions. No more going
back and forth for days on end trying to get someone to join your business.
Nope, those days are over.
I let my sales team do all of that for me... and you can too.
The program was designed for anyone working a full time job or who has a busy
schedule already and has little time to run a side business at full speed.
It allows anybody, regardless of how new they are, to plug into an automated system
and start getting results right out of the gate.
I’ve personally known the Master Distributor for several years and he creates some of
the highest converting VSL’s (video sales letters) I’ve ever seen.
It gives a perfect presentation every single time, 24/7.
Click here to get all the details and start getting $350 to $20,000 commission
checks rolling out to your mailbox as well.
And just so you know, I have some sweet bonuses I’m throwing in when you get started
today, so please ask me about them. My personal one-on-one support and mentoring is
included.
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Need Financing?
I have a zero-money-out-of-pocket financing source that’s been helping my students
quickly get approved for up to $35,000 in funding.
You can get funded for:








Big ticket programs
Start ups
Coaching
Real Estate Investing
Crypto Investing
Flipping Homes
Franchises

(FYI: There’s NO RESTRICTION on what the money can be used for)
I’m seeing my students getting funded in as little as 2 - 7 business days.
All you need is a 620 credit score and make $30k gross per year, and you’re basically
approved!
Apply here today!
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Automated Income Generator #2

How happy would you be if you were walking down the street tomorrow and found a $50
bill laying on the ground right in front of you?
Do you think it would put an extra spring in your step?
You bet it would!
Well, imagine stumbling across $20s, $50s or even $100 bills on the ground and stuffing
them in your pocket over and over again.
Even better, what if that money was automatically being deposited into your account
while you were sleeping?
That’s exactly what the 100% automated platform I’m going to tell you about can do for
you.
It treats money in the Forex market (the largest financial market in the world) just like
money you’d find on the street, and then passively multiplies it for you day and night
24/5.
In fact, as you’re reading, I’m getting paid to simply watch my money grow.
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By law, I’m required to issue a disclaimer that past results aren’t indicative of future
results... but what I can say is this software has been consistently generating an
average ROI of 10%+ per month for my clients and me (try doing that with your 401k!).
I know that sounds like hype, but I’m as serious as a heart attack.
In all my years of testing countless business and passive investment opportunities, this
opportunity is the equivalent of owning your own private cash-collecting toll booth.
Here’s how it works...
I offer a ‘white glove’ service where I install a special kind of automated trading software
called an Expert Advisor (EA for short) for you. It takes me about 10 minutes to set
everything up for you.
Once it’s installed, you can check in as often as you’d like on your phone or computer to
see how your money is growing and make withdrawals anytime you want ― your time is
freed up to do what you want to do.
Primary benefits to using this automated software:












Compound your returns as your account balance grows
Complete transparency
High Monthly ROI potential (10%+)
Your money is always 100% under your control
You can fund your account with Bitcoin and withdraw in Bitcoin
No experience necessary - great for beginners
No sponsoring or recruiting required – everyone earns
Profit in any economy whether the market goes up or down
Low minimums – start with as little as $500
NOT a HYIP (High Yield Investment Program)
Available worldwide

Click here to start getting your money passively working for you.
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Automated Income Generator #3
Let’s face, it, there are a bazillion companies out there offering debt elimination
programs.
I once used a Credit Counseling organization to help me pay off some post-college debt
when I was in my twenties.
What they failed to disclose to me was how much it would negatively affect my credit
score like it did.
But the main problem with most of debt reduction companies is they use old-school
strategies that require you to scrimp from paycheck to paycheck.
They’ll tell you that you have to work harder, reduce your lifestyle by cutting back on
your spending, and live way below your means.
They also require you to work harder, cut your spending, and live way below your
means.
Not only are their methods difficult for the average person to adhere to, but they often
take several years or longer to complete.
My friends Chris and Tanisha, on the other hand, take an entirely different approach to
looking at your debt, your income, and your financial security.
With their patented Snowball Income Strategy you can eliminate all your debt
(including your mortgage) in as little as 3 - 5 years using the money you already make.
But it’s not just about wiping out your debt ― that’s only one part of the equation.
You’re still going to need income to live on. So their system attacks debt and
simultaneously creates a predictable amount of monthly passive income that
compounds and grows exponentially over time.
Frankly, I’ve never seen a system like this that does both at the same time without you
having to make any sacrifices to your current lifestyle.
That’s right, you’ll be able to maintain the same life you have today (or better), but be
able to do all the things that make life worth living.
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Plus, you’ll know the exact month and the year that you’ll achieve financial
independence.
How cool is that?
It’s such an ingenious set of steps and strategies.
And once you truly understand the principles they teach and start applying them, you’ll
wonder why you haven't been doing them your whole life.
It will open you up to a whole new way of thinking about money and the big picture of
how you want to spend the rest of your life doing what you want, rather than your life
being dictated by a job, pension, or Social Security.
Click here to learn how to retire early, rich & mortgage free in 5 years or less.
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Bonus Section: Another Kick-A$$ Idea!
I’m just bursting at the seams with more awesome, fresh baked money-making ideas.
So I decided to include one more of my favorite ideas. Consider it frosting on the cake.
Enjoy!

Automated Income Generator #4
Out of the bazillion or so different ways to make money online, affiliate marketing is
still the fastest and easiest way I know of for absolute beginners to start making $100 $1,000+ per day working part-time.
Why affiliate marketing?







You can get started as soon as today
You don’t have to create the product yourself
You don’t have to recruit others or talk to anyone
You can make money by following your passion
You can create a job-replacing income
You can quickly scale up your income to $10,000 per month and beyond

With affiliate marketing, you’re paid a commission when you make sales of someone
else’s product or service.
You simply pick a product, send some traffic, and get paid a commission for each sale the amount is typically 10% to 50%.
When done correctly, affiliate marketing can be extremely lucrative. It’s exactly how I
was able to break free and start having $500 days, $1,000 days, and even $5,000+
days.
However, most people do a lot of the wrong things when it comes to getting started with
affiliate marketing and struggle.
Not because it’s hard, but because they try to “wing it” and just figure it all out on their
own.
To be successful with affiliate marketing and make the kind of money that you want to
make, you need to follow a proven roadmap to online success that works TODAY.
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If you do things the right way, you’ll see results like this...

Do things the wrong way and this is what you’ll see (crickets!)...

If you’re serious about learning exactly how to do affiliate marketing the right way, and
get to the point where you’re earning $1,000 or more per day, then click here and
register for my friend Robby’s free training webinar.
He’ll run you through exactly how affiliate marketing works, how he went from owning a
failing crossfit gym to making over $1 million dollars per MONTH, and how you can get
results by following his step-by-step program.
I really dig Robby’s no-nonsense and structured teaching style, because everything he
talks about comes from his own experience.
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In fact, he’s the number one seller on ClickBank (the oldest and largest affiliate platform
in the world), so he obviously knows what works and what doesn’t.
It’s an opportunity to learn directly from someone who’s made millions online promoting
other people’s products as well as his own.
I honestly believe that anyone (yes, even complete beginners) who applies what Robby
teaches can be very successful at this.
Check out his free webinar and you be the judge.

Wrap Up Thoughts
Well there you have it!
3, scratch that, 4 automatic income generators that you can profit from, starting today.
Unlike other reports you download and read, I hope that this one won’t gather digital
dust on your shelf.
I know there are a lot of people out there that just want your money and don’t really
care about you. That’s not me. As these people can attest to, I do actually care about
your success.
To me there’s nothing better than hanging out with people that you’ve personally helped
become successful.
I want you to have an awesome life. I really want that for you... because the more
people I can help have an awesome life, the more awesome my life becomes.
And that leads me to my final and most important point: you can’t steer a ship that isn’t
moving.
You’ve gotta get out of the harbor!
To create the financial success you desire, you can’t sit around and wait for it to knock
your door down and jump in your lap!
It doesn’t chase you, and the actionable ideas in this report won’t do you an ounce of
good if you don’t take action on what you learn.
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So here’s my plea to you...
Take this stuff to heart and actually do something about it. Make it happen for
yourself. Your future self will thank you for it (or curse you if you don’t).
If you liked this report then be sure to check out my “Ultimate
Uncensored Guide To Passive Income” ebook where I
share more little-known strategies for creating multiple
streams of passive income.
Click here to get your discounted copy now. Yes, I’ll teach you
the REAL insider stuff so you can copy what I do.
Hopefully this is just the beginning of our relationship together. But no matter what you
choose to do, I hope you got a ton of value from reading this report.
Peace out,
Brad Weinman

P.S. If you have any questions or comments, want more info, or get stuck, reach out to
me. I’d enjoy hearing from you.
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